. and AA, the products of 6 and 5 desaturase, respectively.
In the PL fraction similar changes were observed among liver, serum, and muscle (Tables  1-3 , .
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( '1 N r i 00 #{231}j I.L. to reflect PLs and TGs secreted from the liver. We observed a uniform increase in oleic acid and LA and a decrease in AA in the PLs from liver, serum, and muscle (the largest PL pool in the body) of ethanol-fed pigs (Tables  1-3 ). This consistent decrease in AA in all three tissues suggests that the output of AA from the liver was decreased in ethanol-fed pigs. In the TO fractions, the ethanol effect on the FA profile was similar in the liver and serum. In the subcutaneous adipose, the largest TO pool in the body, the only difference in unsaturated FAs between ethanol-fed and control groups was a significant reduction of 18:3w3 and AA (Table  3) , possibly because of the dependence of adipose tissue on the liver for these FAs despite its ability to synthesize saturated and monounsaturated FAs and to take up LA from the diet. Therefore, the consistent decrease of AA in the TO fraction ofthese three tissues is a further indication that the output of AA from the liver was decreased in ethanol-fed pigs. The FA profile of the omentum adipose TO showed the least difference between the two groups in this study ( 
